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The function and architecture of the pyruvate dehy-
drogenase (PDH) multienzyme complex is one of the
most fascinating and fundamental topics covered by
basic biochemistry courses (1–4). PDH converts the
pyruvate generated by glycolysis to acetylCoA that
can then be fueled into the Krebs cycle. Three enzy-
mes—E1p, E2p, and E3—and five cofactors are
involved in the overall PDH reaction. The E1p com-
ponent uses thiamine phosphate to decarboxylate
pyruvate and attaches the resulting acetyl group to
an oxidized lipoamide carried by a E2p enzyme. The
catalytic domain of E2p then transfers the acetyl
group to CoA, generating the acetylCoA product.
An E3 enzyme finally reoxidizes lipoamide to gener-
ate NADH. Multiple copies of the three enzymes
form large megadalton complexes that share a simi-
lar design and mechanism of function beside vari-
able compositions among species. In PNAS, Bruch
et al. (5) show that the mycobacterial PDH features
an unusual architecture that may allow it to function
in combination with other α-ketoacid dehydroge-
nase complexes. This design may reflect specific
metabolic and regulatory needs by Mycobacteria
and related microorganisms.

With its flexible lipoyl arms and a rigid catalytic
domain, the multidomain E2p forms the core of
the PDH complexes that may comprise 24, or even
60, E2p chains (6). The E1p and E3 enzymes bind
to the peripheral subunit-binding domain of E2p,
creating a remarkable assembly whereby the
peripheral subunits and domains can fluctuate
while being anchored to the E2p catalytic
domains. The lipoyl arms can thereby visit the
active sites of E1p, E2p, and E3 to efficiently chan-
nel substrates and products across the enzymes
(1). Channeling avoids the inappropriate diversion
of reaction intermediates to other metabolic path-
ways. Likewise, the reductive power generated by
the oxidative decarboxylation of pyruvate is wholly
directed to NAD+ without any side reaction or
reactive oxygen species generation.

E2p is part of a family of acyltransferases whose
prototype is chloramphenicol acetyltransferase, an
enzyme involved in antibiotic resistance (7). Mem-
bers of this family generally feature a trimeric organi-
zation. In the case of E2p, the trimer is tightened
through a strand exchange structural mechanism:
The large β-sheet at the center of the E2p catalytic
domain is extended by residues of a nearby subunit
that form an additional “invading” β-strand (8). With
its compact triangular shape, the highly conserved
E2p trimer functions as a building block for the con-
struction of the higher-order assemblies that form
the PDH cores. In gram-negative bacteria, eight
trimers form a 432-symmetric cube (7). Each trimer is
located on a vertex of the cube and its orientation
positions the flexible lipoyl arms and peripheral
subunit-binding domains on the cube’s external sur-
face. In gram-positive bacteria and eukaryotes, the
E2p core is typically formed by 20 trimers that come
together to form a 532-symmetric icosahedron with
the trimers located at the triangular vertices of the
icosahedron (Fig. 1A). How can virtually identical
trimers equally form both cubes and icosahedra?
The issue can be discussed with reference to quasi-
equivalence (9). This concept was originally applied
in biology to explain the similar, but not identical,
subunit packing in the icosahedral viruses compris-
ing more than 60 identical units (10). In the PDH
cores, the interactions between trimers are medi-
ated by a 310-helical segment formed by the E2p
C-terminal residues. These short helices protrude
from every E2p to reach out toward a small pocket
on a subunit of an adjacent trimer (Fig. 1B). Though
involving only a few amino acids, these interactions
are sufficiently strong to tighten the multimeric PDH
cores. Small variations in the protruding direction of
the C-terminal 310-helices allow the trimers to
change their orientations and assemble either as
cubic or icosahedral cores whose intertrimer interac-
tions can be described as “quasi-equivalent.” This
concept found further confirmation from the analysis
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of the PDH-related 2-oxoglutarate dehydrogenase (part of the
Krebs cycle) and branched-chain α-ketoacid dehydrogenase
(amino acid catabolism) complexes. The E2 components of
these systems can assemble into cubic or icosahedral cores fol-
lowing the same structural principles governing E2p multimeri-
zation (11).

Bruch et al. now report on another variation on the theme
(5). They show that the PDH complexes from many Actinobacte-
ria, including the Mycobacteria, simply consist of an E2p trimer.
No high-order assemblies could be detected under any experi-
mental conditions using small-angle X-ray scattering or other
solution methods. The crystal structures of E2p from Mycobac-
terium tuberculosis and Corynebacterium glutamicum rational-
ized the minimal low-symmetry composition featured by the
actinobacterial PDH. The catalytic domain of E2p forms a stan-
dard trimer as observed in the larger PDH complexes. Similarly,
the 310-helical conformation of the C-terminal residues is con-
served. However, there is a critical difference: The helix is ori-
ented inward to interact with residues of its own protein chain
(Fig. 1B). This conformation and associated intrasubunit interac-
tions make the C-terminal residues unavailable for establishing

the intertrimer contacts underlying the cubic and icosahedral
E2p cores. Structural comparisons further reveal that a three-
residue insertion is located just before 310-helical residues. The
inserted amino acids enable the C-terminal 310-helix to turn
back toward its own subunit, determining the inward conforma-
tion of the M. tuberculosis and C. glutamicum structures (Fig.
1B). Bruch et al. (5) go further and explore the use of this three-
residue insertion as a fingerprint motif to identify other E2p
sequences potentially featuring a trimeric assembly and unable
to form large multimers. Their analysis convincingly shows that
most actinobacterial E2p sequences contain this insertion,
which is instead not present in other phyla. Curiously, the E2
components of the branched-chain α-ketoacid dehydrogenase
of the actinobacteria do not possess the fingerprint insertion
and form classical cubes as demonstrated by cryogenic electron
microscopy analysis. Clearly, evolution has developed a simple
and yet effective strategy to dismantle the large multimeric E2p
assemblies and form the less-conspicuous trimeric cores of the
actinobacterial PDH complexes.

The presence of the three-residue insertion in E2p strictly corre-
lates with the presence of a gene encoding for a protein known as

Fig. 1. Symmetry diversity among the PDH complexes. (A) The cubic core formed by Azotobacter vinelandii E2p (Protein Data Bank [PDB] ID
code 1eae, Left), the icosahedral core formed by Geobacillus stearothermophilus E2p (PDB ID code 1B5S, Middle), and the trimeric C. gluta-
micum E2p (PDB ID code 6zzk, Right). Only the catalytic domains are shown. In A and B, the complexes are viewed along their two-fold axis
and two subunits at the trimer–trimer interface are shown with two shades of red. (B) Zoomed-in views of the trimer–trimer interface in the
cubic (Left) and icosahedral (Middle) cores. The equivalent residues of the trimeric C. glutamicum E2p are also shown (Right). In the trimeric
E2p, the C-terminal 310-helix is preceded by a three-residue insertion (marked by an asterisk) and differently oriented compared to the equiv-
alent residues of a cube-forming E2p (in light gray). The orientations are the same as in A.
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OdhA. As originally described by Usuda et al. (12), OdhA naturally
fuses the catalytic domains of the decarboxylase and transferase
components of the 2-oxoglutarate dehydrogenase that are merged
into a single protein devoid of any lipoyl domain. The organisms
featuring OdhA further lack the genes encoding for the standard
E1 and E2 components of the 2-oxoglutarate dehydrogenase com-
plex. Why does such a reshuffling of domains occur? It is specu-
lated that OdhA marks the presence of hybrid supercomplexes.
OdhA might be loosely associated or even form stable hetero-
oligomers with the trimeric E2p core and/or E1p component of the
low-symmetry actinobacterial PDH. This hypothesis implies that the
lipoyl domains of the E2p components, as well as the E3 enzyme
of the PDH, may serve the active sites of E1p and E2p as well as of
OdhA. The electrons deriving from pyruvate and oxoglutarate
decarboxylation would thereby reach the same NADH-reducing E3
enzymes. This hypothesis raises several interesting questions. How
would such multicatalytic supercomplexes be assembled? How can
the lipoyl domains cope with five different enzymatic reactions?
Does the envisioned supercomplex feature any high-order symme-
try that somehow resembles the classical PDH and related
complexes? Addressing these issues through structural and enzy-
mological studies will be the challenging next frontier for the field.

The low-symmetry and structural variations featured by the
actinobacterial PDHs further pose a more general question:
Why can the symmetry and composition of the PDH and similar
complexes so largely vary across different phyla and along
evolution? The tenet is that the characteristic combination of
rigidity and flexibility together with the physical proximity of
multiple active sites adds to the efficiency of the PDHs that can

operate through the controlled diffusion and channeling of the
substrates, intermediates, and products (1, 12, 13). However,
Actinobacteria demonstrate that the metabolic needs can also
be met by lower-symmetry complexes that may even mix pyru-
vate and oxoglutarate decarboxylation activities, normally per-
formed by distinct complexes. Thus, substrate channeling may
only be one side of the coin. The PDHs and similar complexes
can be viewed as nanocompartments with locally enhanced
metabolite densities that can be especially sensitive to the met-
abolic state of the cell. Variations in the number and stoichiome-
try of the composing enzymes can largely alter the trafficking of
metabolites (14, 15). In Actinobacteria, the postulated colocali-
zation of pyruvate and oxoglutarate decaborboxylations in the
same assembly may enable the coregulation of two NADH-
producing reactions. In eukaryotes, PDHs are regulated through
phosphorylation by the PDH kinases, or PDKs. The large multi-
meric nature of the eukaryotic PDH is likely to amplify this
signaling cue, gatekeeping the entry to the Krebs cycle (16).
Enzymology and metabolism can now rely on powerful tools
to study protein evolution (17) and metabolic fluxes (18). The
results by Bruch et al. (5) highlight the PDH as an excellent
system to investigate the interplay of enzyme and metabolism
regulation with the evolution of protein oligomerization and
assembly.
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